Hierarchical structures are crucial to many aspects of cognitive processing and especially for language. However, there still is little experimental support for the ability of infants to learn such structures. Here, we show that, with structures simple enough to be processed by various animals, sevenmonth-old infants seem to learn hierarchical relations. Infants were presented with an artificial language composed of "sentences" made of three-syllable "words." The syllables within words conformed to repetition patterns based on syllable tokens involving either adjacent repetitions (e.g., dubaba) or nonadjacent repetitions (e.g., dubadu). Importantly, the sequence of word structures in each sentence conformed to repetition patterns based on word types (e.g., aba-abb-abb). Infants learned this repetition pattern of repetition patterns and thus likely a hierarchical pattern based on repetitions, but only when the repeated word structure was based on adjacent repetitions. While our results leave open the question of which exact sentence-level pattern infants learned, they suggest that infants embedded the word-level patterns into a higher-level pattern and thus seemed to acquire a hierarchically embedded pattern.
From "high-level" processes such as planning complex action sequences to the "low-level" processes of visual processing or motor control, cognitive processes are hierarchically organized (Byrne & Russon, 1998; Jackendoff, 2007; Lashley, 1951; Marr, 1982; Norman & Shallice, 1986; Poggio & Bizzi, 2004) . Hierarchical organization is especially important for language. For example, sentences contain words, which often contain syllables, which in turn contain phonemes. Or, in the case of syntax, sentences can contain different kinds of phrases (e.g., verb phrases) that have their own constituents, and the meaning of a sentence is determined by the specific combination of its constituents as well as the hierarchical relationships between them (Chomsky, 1957; Fodor, 1975; Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002) . For example, the sentence "I see the man with the telescope" famously can refer either to the speaker seeing a man who is equipped with a telescope or to the speaker seeing a man through a telescope. The intended meaning depends entirely on the hierarchical relations between "with the telescope" and the other constituents of the sentence.
Interest in hierarchical processing has increased following Hauser et al's (2002) proposal that many capacities used by the language faculty have homologues or analogues in nonlinguistic domains and nonhuman animals, but what sets humans apart from other animals, and what makes language possible in humans, might be the availability of computational machinery that can, in principle, keep track of an unbounded number of hierarchical levels, at least when abstracting away from memory constraints (but see Pinker & Jackendoff, 2005) .
However, despite its importance, it has been surprisingly hard to demonstrate experimentally that humans can learn hierarchical structures in the domain of language. Some hierarchical processes are certainly available to young infants. For example, using visual stimuli, Rosenberg and Feigenson (2013) showed that 14-month-olds use hierarchical processes for memory retrieval, by hierarchically chunking the items they had to remember.
However, there is little experimental evidence for hierarchical structure building in infancy, especially regarding linguistic stimuli. For example, some of this evidence built on the proposal that infants can learn words from the speech they encounter by tracking which syllables tend to co-occur and led to the conclusion that such word-learning mechanisms can be deployed hierarchically. Specifically, if a syllable like "ba" has a high "transition" probability of being followed by a syllable like "by," infants might conclude that "baby" forms a word and commit it to memory (Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996a; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996b ; but see Endress & Hauser, 2010; Yang, 2004) . Saffran and Wilson (2003) proposed that infants can deploy these statistical processes hierarchically to first discover syllables that go together to form words and then, at a higher level, to discover words (i.e., the syllable combinations discovered on the previous level) that go together to form sentence-like structures. However, learners are not only sensitive to transition probabilities between immediately adjacent syllables, but also between syllables across intervening syllables (i.e., second-order transition probabilities, Peña, Bonatti, Nespor, & Mehler, 2002; Endress & Bonatti, 2007) . In Saffran and Wilson's (2003) experiments, the legal test "sentences" differed from the illegal ones not only with respect to the (hierarchically defined) transition probabilities among words, but also with respect to the transition probabilities among nonadjacent syllables in the sentences. This makes it difficult to decide whether infants engaged in hierarchical processing, or whether they relied on second-order statistics.
Likewise, Fitch and Hauser (2004) proposed that humans, but not other primates, can learn "grammars" involving hierarchical processing. Specifically, they proposed that human adults, but not cotton-top tamarin monkeys (Saguinus oedipus), can learn A n B n grammars, where a number of A items have to be followed by an equal number of B items (e.g., pupupulilili). However, subsequent studies suggest that Fitch and Hauser's (2004) results can be explained by alternative strategies not relying on hierarchical processing (van Heijningen, de Visser, Zuidema, & ten Cate, 2009; Hochmann, Azadpour, & Mehler, 2008; Perruchet & Rey, 2005; de Vries, Monaghan, Knecht, & Zwitserlood, 2008) .
It thus appears that, despite a substantial interest in hierarchical learning, there is still little evidence that humans (and particularly young infants) can indeed perform such computations in an experimental setting.
Here, we ask whether infants as young as seven months can learn hierarchical, embedded patterns based on identity relations. We chose repetition-based patterns because such patterns are a widely used test case for rule learning in infancy (G omez & Gerken, 1999; Marcus, Vijayan, Rao, & Vishton, 1999; Saffran, Pollak, Seibel, & Shkolnik, 2007) . For example, Marcus et al. (1999) showed that 7-month-old infants can efficiently extract repetition patterns among syllables; infants notice that, in items such as wo-wo-fe, the first two syllables are identical, while in wo-fe-wo, the first and the last syllables are identical. While repetition-based patterns might be processed more easily with linguistic stimuli (Marcus, Fernandes, & Johnson, 2007) , infants process such patterns in other domains as well, including music and vision (Dawson & Gerken, 2009; Saffran et al., 2007) . Furthermore, rhesus monkeys, rats, and even bees are sensitive to such repetition patterns (Giurfa, Zhang, Jenett, Menzel, & Srinivasan, 2001;  HIERARCHICAL PROCESSING IN INFANCY Hauser & Glynn, 2009; Murphy, Mondragon, & Murphy, 2008) . Hence, while repetition-based patterns seem to be particularly easy to process (Endress, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Mehler, 2007) , they do not seem to rely on specifically linguistic processes but rather on a "repetition detector" Endress, Nespor, & Mehler, 2009 ; see also Brooks & Vokey, 1989; G omez, Gerken, & Schvaneveldt, 2000; Tunney & Altmann, 2001 , for similar conclusions in the artificial grammar learning literature).
In the experiments below, we will ask whether infants can process hierarchical patterns based on repetitions in two situations with graded difficulty (see below). In the familiarization phase of both studies, infants were presented with artificial "sentences" composed of three words. The sentence patterns are shown in Figure 1 . Each of these words conformed to one of two patterns based on repetitions; words followed either an abb pattern (where the second syllable was the same as the third one as in dubaba) or an aba pattern (where the first syllable was the same as the last one, as in dubadu).
On top of the repetition-based word-level patterns, the sentences also followed one of two repetition-based patterns. For half of the infants, the first two words had the same pattern while the last word had a different Figure 1 Structures used in the familiarization phase of Experiments 1 and 2. Both words and sentences conformed to certain structures. Words followed either an abb pattern (e.g., dubaba) or an aba pattern (e.g., dubadu). (Top) For half of the participants, sentences had the structure AAB. (Bottom) For the remaining participants, sentences had the sentence-level structure ABB.
pattern. These sentences thus followed an AAB pattern (where each letter stands for the pattern of a word). In the following, we will use capitals for the sentence-level patterns and small letters for the word-level patterns. For the second group of infants, the sentences followed an ABB pattern; the last two words thus had the same pattern, while the first word had a different pattern. Importantly, all three words in a sentence were different; the sentence-level pattern thus was implemented through repetitions of word-level patterns, and not simply through repetitions of words. Hence, infants had not only to detect repeated syllables as in earlier studies (G omez & Gerken, 1999; Marcus et al., 1999) , but rather repetitions of patterns that were carried by different words with different syllables. For instance, an AAB sentence could be composed of the words dubaba lomomo zavuza; that is, while all three words were different, the first two shared a pattern and the third had a different pattern.
Infants were first familiarized with a sequence of sentences with one of the sentence-level patterns mentioned above (ABB or AAB). For example, half of the infants in Experiments 1 and 2 were familiarized with the sentence pattern AAB (see Table 1 , Participant Group 1). In terms of word-level patterns, these sentences had either the pattern aba-aba-abb or abb-abb-aba (both conforming to the sentence pattern AAB). This design ensured that adjacent and nonadjacent syllable repetitions occurred equally often in each position within a sentence. The remaining infants in Experiments 1 and 2 (Participant Group 2) were familiarized with ABB Table 2 ), and their looking times were recorded. If infants can learn the hierarchical pattern they were familiarized with, they should discriminate novel sentences conforming to these patterns from novel sentences violating them and thus look longer while listening to violations than to "legal" sentences.
The difference between Experiments 1 and 2 lies in the saliency of the word-level patterns. Specifically, repetitions of adjacent syllables are easier to process than repetitions of nonadjacent syllables (Gervain, Macagno, Cogoi, Peña, & Mehler, 2008; Kov acs & Mehler, 2009) . In Experiment 1, we thus present infants with a stronger test of hierarchical processing, using embedded repeated patterns based on nonadjacent identity relations. In Experiment 2, we present infants with a somewhat easier task and ask whether they would generalize embedded repeated patterns based on adjacent identity relations.
Specifically, during the test phase of Experiment 1, the word pattern occurring twice was aba (as in tipeti), leading to test sentences of the form aba-aba-abb. During the test phase of Experiment 2, in contrast, the word pattern occurring twice was abb (as in tipepe), leading to sentences of the form abb-abb-aba. Importantly, during the familiarization phases of both experiments, both abb and aba could occur twice. Based on previous results suggesting that patterns involving repetitions between nonadjacent syllables (as in aba) are harder to process than patterns with repetitions between adjacent items (as in abb; Kov acs & Mehler, 2009; Gervain et al., Our main prediction for the experiments below is that infants listen differentially to sentences consistent with the familiarization pattern and to sentences inconsistent with it. While we would expect them to listen longer to items violating the hierarchical patterns than to items conforming to them, it is sometimes suggested that infants should have a preference for familiar over novel items when the learning task is complex. Hence, one might expect infants to listen longer to items that conform to the hierarchical pattern. However, familiarity preference is quite rare in general, and in other experiments with fairly complex stimuli, infants showed longer looking times for violations as well (G omez, 2002) . Hence, our default prediction is that infants might listen longer to inconsistent items.
EXPERIMENT 1 Materials and method

Participants
Fourteen new healthy full-term 7-month-olds (mean age: 7.21, range 7.06-7.29, seven females), randomly assigned to one of two familiarization streams (see below), were retained for the analysis. An additional six infants did not complete the experiment due to fussiness.
Apparatus
Infants were tested using a modified head-turn preference procedure (Kemler-Nelson et al., 1995) . Infants were seated on a caretaker's lap in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated room with three monitors, one facing the infants and two on their sides. Auditory stimuli were presented from a loudspeaker behind each monitor. Caretakers listened to masking music.
The experiment was controlled by PsyScope X (http://psy.ck.sissa.it/). Infants' looking behavior was recorded by a camera hidden behind the central monitor.
Materials
Stimuli were synthesized using the soft de7 voice of MBROLA (Dutoit, 1997) . Phoneme duration was 200 ms (syllable duration 400 ms) with a fundamental frequency of 200 Hz. Syllables within words were separated by 100 ms silences, words within sentences by 300 ms silences, and sentences by 1,200 ms silences. Word duration was 1,400 ms and sentence duration 4,800 ms. Tables 1 and 2 show the familiarization and test sequences, respectively. Sample files can be found at http://www.endress. org/demos/rep_embed/.
Familiarization
Infants listened to a familiarization stream of 4.47 min. For half of the infants, all sentences had the pattern AAB (composed of words with the patterns aba-aba-abb and abb-abb-aba); for the remaining infants, all sentences had the pattern ABB. The streams contained eight repetitions of six different sentences with the same sentence-level pattern in random order.
While the stream was continuously played from the central loudspeaker, infants watched a blinking light on the central monitor or on one of the side monitors, with no contingency between the lights and the stream. The blinking light always appeared first on the central screen. When infants attended to it, the light was shown on one of the side monitors (randomly selected); when infants looked away from this side monitor for more than 2 sec, the light was displayed again on the central monitor.
Test
All infants were presented with two new AAB and two new ABB streams. For each infant, two of the streams were thus consistent with the familiarization stream, while the other two violated the familiarization pattern. Each stream consisted of repetitions of the same test sentence (see below). These four streams were presented three times in pseudo-random order for a total of twelve trials.
In Experiment 1, the repeated word pattern was always aba (in contrast to the familiarization phase, where both aba and abb patterns 8 KOV ACS & ENDRESS could be repeated). That is, test sentences had the form aba-aba-abb (for the sentence pattern AAB) or abb-aba-aba (for the sentence pattern ABB).
In each test trial, the blinking light first appeared on the central screen. After infants fixated to it, it disappeared and reappeared on one of the side monitors. When infants oriented toward the blinking light, the test item was played repeatedly from the loudspeaker behind the monitor to which they attended. The test items were presented until 30-sec cumulative looking had accumulated or until infants looked away for 2 sec from the monitor to which they attended.
2 When one of these criteria was met, both the sound and the blinking light stopped and a new test trial started. Pairings between test items and sides were counterbalanced for each infant. Infants' looking times toward the side from where the sound was played were monitored and controlled online through Psyscope X and coded off-line for data analysis.
3 Trials with a cumulative looking time of <2.9 sec (corresponding to the offset of the first phoneme of the third syllable in the second word) were excluded from analysis, because the test patterns could not be distinguished before that time. 
Results
Figure 2 (left) shows the results of Experiment 1. We analyzed the raw looking times from Experiment 1 using an ANOVA with congruence (consistent test sentence versus inconsistent test sentence) as the within-subject predictor, familiarization pattern as the between-subject predictor as well as with the interaction. We observed no main effects or interactions (all F's < 1). Hence, infants' looking times to sentences inconsistent with the pattern heard during familiarization (M = 7.72 sec, SD = 3.56 sec) did not differ statistically from the looking times to sentences consistent with the familiarization pattern (M = 7.06 sec, SD=3.28 sec), W = 57, p = 0.807, ns. Eight of 14 infants looked longer to inconsistent sentences than to consistent sentences, p(N = 14) = 0.388 (binomial test; all statistical tests are two-tailed).
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 did not reveal any discrimination between novel sentences consistent with the hierarchical pattern and sentences inconsistent with it. However, as mentioned above, the lower-level patterns involved nonadjacent repetitions (i.e., aba), and past research has shown that word-level patterns with adjacent repetitions (i.e., abb) are easier to process than word-level patterns with nonadjacent repetitions (i.e., aba; Kov acs & Mehler, 2009). Hence, it is possible that infants might be more likely to show evidence for hierarchical processing with the easier lower-level patterns involving adjacent repetitions. We addressed this question in Experiment 2.
While in the test phase of Experiment 1, the repeated word-level pattern was aba, during the test phase of Experiment 2, in contrast, the repeated word-level pattern was abb. Figure 2 Results of Experiments 1 and 2. Bars show the sample averages and error bars the sample standard errors. Infants learned a hierarchical structure of repetitions when the repeated word structure during test was abb (Experiment 2) but not when it was aba (Experiment 1).
EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 2, we asked whether infants would show evidence for hierarchical processing with lower-level patterns that are easier to process than in Experiment 1. Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1, except that the repeated word pattern during test was always abb (while the repeated word pattern during familiarization could be both abb and aba). That is, the familiarization phase was identical to that of Experiment 1. In contrast, test sentences with the pattern AAB had the form abb-abb-aba, and test sentences with the pattern ABB had the form aba-abb-abb (Table 2) . If infants find it more difficult to extract the pattern aba, they might find it easier to generalize the hierarchical patterns in the test of phase Experiment 2, where the repeated word-level pattern was abb.
Materials and method
Participants
Fourteen healthy full-term 7-month-olds (mean age: 7.19, range 7.05-7.29, seven females), randomly assigned to one of two familiarization streams (ABB or AAB), completed the study. An additional seven infants did not complete the experiment due to fussiness.
Familiarization
The familiarization phase was identical to that in Experiment 1.
Test
The test phase was similar to that in Experiment 1, with one crucial exception. While in the test phase of Experiment 1, the repeated wordlevel pattern was aba, during the test phase of Experiment 2, the repeated word-level pattern was abb.
Results and discussion
Figure 2 (right) shows the results of Experiment 2. The crucial dependent variable is the difference between looking times to test sentences inconsistent with the familiarization pattern and looking times to test sentences consistent with that pattern. We analyzed the data by submitting them to an ANOVA with familiarization pattern as a between-subject predictor and congruence (consistent test sentence versus inconsistent test sentence) as a 5 Hence, although all sentences during test were new (and involved new syllables), infants looked significantly longer to sentences inconsistent with the familiarization pattern (M = 10.7 sec, SD = 6.16 sec) than to sentences consistent with it (M = 6.72 sec, SD = 2.57 sec). Furthermore, 12 of 14 infants looked longer to inconsistent sentences than to consistent sentences, p(N = 14) = 0.013 (binomial).
We compared Experiments 1 and 2 in an ANOVA, with the familiarization sentence pattern (AAB or ABB) and the repeated word pattern during test (aba or abb; that is, the difference between Experiments 1 and 2) as between-subject factors and congruence (consistent or inconsistent sentence) as within-subject factor. We observed a marginal main effect of congruence, F(1,24) = 4.25, p = 0.0502, g 2 p = 0.138, but no other main effects or interactions.
When analyzing Experiments 1 and 2 jointly, infants showed overall discrimination between consistent and inconsistent sentences. However, the results of Experiment 1 alone do not show a differential looking pattern toward consistent and inconsistent sentences when the hierarchical patterns are implemented using nonadjacent word-level repetitions during the test phase. These results contrast with those of Experiment 2, where infants successfully detected hierarchical patterns when the patterns were implemented using adjacent word-level repetitions during the test phase.
This finding is in line with earlier studies suggest that patterns involving repetitions between nonadjacent syllables (as in aba) are harder to process than patterns with repetitions between adjacent items (as in abb; Kov acs & Mehler, 2009) . However, as the results of Experiments 1 and 2 did not differ significantly, and as we observed a main effect of congruence, we cannot reject the hypothesis that infants might have a residual ability to learn hierarchical patterns with nonadjacent word-level repetitions as well.
5 While our crucial result-the main effect of congruence-is significant at an a level of .05, the relatively high p value is due to one participants who looked to the test items with the novel structure for the maximum duration of 30 sec. While this participant also looked longer to the inconsistent structure than to the consistent one, her longer looking time deviated by 4.2 standard deviations from the overall average looking time. Removing this participant from the analysis yielded a main effect of congruence, F(1,11) = 17.35, p = 0.0016, g 2 p = 0.567, while neither the main effect of familiarization structure, F(1,11) = 1.50, p = 0.247, g 
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Taken together, the results of the two experiments suggest that infants successfully generalized the hierarchical patterns, although the results of Experiment 2 (where the repeated word pattern during test was abb) were numerically stronger than in Experiment 1 (where the repeated word pattern during test was aba). This might be related to the fact that it is much harder to learn patterns involving repetitions of nonadjacent syllables than patterns involving repetitions of adjacent syllables. At minimum, however, the results of the present study suggest that, once infants can detect the word pattern, they seem to be able to also embed it into a hierarchical sentence pattern.
How did infants process the repetition pattern? There are at least three related possibilities that all seem to involve hierarchical processing. First, after infants detect the repeated syllables at the word level, they might notice that two word patterns are always identical, either at the beginning of a sentence or at the end.
Second, infants might notice that sentences start or end with exactly two words with the same pattern, while the third word has a different pattern. The difference between the first possibility and this alternative is mainly one of terminology: either infants detect that, in the sentence pattern AAB, the first two word patterns are identical, and, therefore, a hierarchical repetition pattern. Or they count the number of occurrences of consecutive identical patterns in a specific position. However, to count the number of occurrences of identical patterns (on the sentence level), infants have to notice that two patterns are identical in the first place (on the word level), which would be, in our view, just the hierarchical repetition pattern described above.
Third, infants might focus on words with adjacent syllable repetitions.
6
For example, if + stands for a word with an adjacent repetition and À for a word without, AAB familiarization sentence had either the form + + À or À À +. If infants focus on words with adjacent syllable repetitions but do not learn well from words with nonadjacent syllable repetitions, they should generalize in Experiment 2, because legal AAB test sentences have the pattern + + À and legal ABB have the pattern À + +. In contrast, they should perform less well in Experiment 1, because they would need to discriminate between the sentence patterns À À + and + À À. 7 Crucially, this explanation 6 We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this possibility. 7 In contrast, it is not sufficient for infants to monitor whether sentences start or end with "more" words with adjacent syllable repetitions. Specifically, when the repeated word pattern comprises adjacent repetitions, AAB sentences have the form + + À and ABB sentence À + +; however, when the repeated word pattern has nonadjacent repetitions, AAB sentences have the form À À +, and ABB sentences + À À. Hence, if infants learned that AAB sentences have more initial adjacent syllable repetitions, they should significantly prefer illegal sentences in Experiment 1.
HIERARCHICAL PROCESSING IN INFANCY
also involves hierarchical processing just like the second one, but takes into account that repetition patterns with adjacent repetitions are easier to process than repetition patterns with nonadjacent repetitions.
Irrespective of which of these interpretations is correct, it is also possible that infants might generalize the structural relations they acquired to a broader set of patterns. For instance, after a familiarization as in Experiment 1, infants might discriminate aab-aab-abb items from abb-aab-aab items, although they have not between familiarized with aab as a wordlevel pattern. If so, they might generalize the familiar sentence-level pattern to novel lower-level patterns. However, we can exclude the possibility that infants did not encode the word-level patterns during familiarization; after all, if they had not encoded the word-level patterns in the first place, they could not have noticed that two word-level patterns were identical.
Our results leave open which exact sentence-level patterns infants learned: a more specific one (e.g., ABB, where the last two patterns are identical and preceded by a different one) or a more inclusive one (e.g., XBB, with X ? {a, Xa} where a is a syllable sequence, and X a symbol for the kind of constituent that can occur sentence initially; in other words, the last two patterns are identical and can be preceded by any number of words conforming to any pattern). In either case, the data show that infants embedded the word-level patterns into a higher-level pattern, be it another repetition pattern, a pattern based on the cardinality of patterns (which, as mentioned above, requires detecting the identity of two patterns as well), or another related pattern. Hence, the current results suggest that infants seem to deploy hierarchical computations when learning repetition-based patterns.
Importantly, although hierarchical processing is crucial for language, the (repetition-based) patterns we employed are not specific to language and can be processed outside the language faculty, for example with visual, auditory, or olfactory stimuli by human infants and nonlinguistic animals (Dawson & Gerken, 2009; Giurfa et al., 2001; Hauser & Glynn, 2009; Murphy et al., 2008; Saffran et al., 2007) ; moreover, syntax-like regularities based on repetitions cannot even be learned by human adults (Endress & Hauser, 2009) .
Given that infants learned a hierarchically embedded pattern based on repetitions nonetheless, our results raise the question of whether such hierarchically embedded patterns are unique to the language faculty, or whether they might be available in other cognitive domains as well.
To understand what is truly unique about hierarchical processing in language, one thus needs to investigate the extent and limits of hierarchical processing not only in language, but also in other domains and in nonhuman animals. A systematic comparison with the kinds of hierarchical patterns found in language might reveal what aspects of hierarchical processing are specific to language, and how those aspects have evolved.
